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Chapter 9. Cinders: The Continuous Integration and
Delivery Architecture Framework
This chapter is published as:
Ståhl, D., & Bosch, J. (2016). Cinders: The Continuous Integration and Delivery Architecture
Framework. In review.
Abstract
Context: The popular agile practices of continuous integration and delivery have become an
essential part of the software development process in many companies, yet effective methods and
tools to support design, description and communication of continuous integration and delivery
systems are lacking.
Objective: The work reported on in this paper addresses that lack by presenting Cinders – an
architecture framework designed specifically to meet the needs of such systems, in enterprise and
software architecture frameworks as well as experiences from continuous integration and delivery
modeling in industry.
Method: The state of the art for systematic design and description of continuous integration and
delivery systems is established through review of literature, whereupon a proposal for an
architecture framework addressing requirements derived from continuous integration and delivery
modeling experiences is proposed. This framework is subsequently evaluated through interviews
and workshops with engineers in varying roles in three independent companies.
Results: Cinders, an architecture framework designed specifically for the purpose of describing
continuous integration and delivery systems is proposed and confirmed to constitute an
improvement over previous methods. This work presents software professionals with a
demonstrably effective method for describing their continuous integration and delivery systems
from multiple points of view and supporting multiple use-cases, including system design,
communication and documentation.
Conclusion: It is concluded that an architecture framework for the continuous integration and
delivery domain has value; at the same time potential for further improvement is identified,
particularly in the area of tool support for data collection as well as for manual modeling.

9.1 Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of constructing systems for rapidly and frequently transforming
source code changes into verified and deliverable software product revisions with known content,
known functionality and known quality – through software integration and test – in a controlled and
methodical way.
Historically, the problem of transforming lines of source code into functioning, verified products
running in their target environment could be regarded as a question of enterprise architecture: of
organizational responsibilities and manual processes. With the advent and growth of continuous
integration [Beck 2000, Fowler 2006] and delivery [Humble 2010, Fowler 2013], however, and the
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automation this brings, this is increasingly becoming a domain of software engineering: we see ever
more sophisticated software systems being constructed, with the purpose of compiling, integrating,
testing, delivering and deploying other software.
While such systems are generally perceived as adding value and increasing the efficiency of the
development project, we have found in previous work that the exact nature of these benefits is
highly uncertain and varies from case to case [Ståhl 2013]. Furthermore, even though there are
numerous popular tools that do much of the heavy lifting in these integration systems, they only
address isolated parts of a very large problem domain. In all our industry case studies [Ståhl 2013,
Ståhl 2014b, Ståhl 2016b, Ståhl 2016d] we have never found a complete off-the-shelf solution for
continuous integration. Rather, the integration systems we find often use similar tools, but
configured differently, put to different purposes and integrated with one another in varying
constellations. Not surprisingly, a review of literature reveals that reported continuous integration
systems display a high degree of variance [Ståhl 2014a]. In other words, as a rule, continuous
integration and delivery systems are highly customized and purpose-built software products in their
own right.
Similarly to the variance in system design, there is little consensus on the exact definition of
continuous integration and delivery, particularly as opposed to related terms such as continuous
testing, continuous release or continuous deployment. For the purposes of this paper, we use the
term continuous integration and delivery system to mean any system of automated activities
performed in order to transform source code into working and potentially shippable and deployable
products with known quality, content and functionality, i.e. including compilation, linking,
packaging, testing, profiling, documentation generation and much more, serving to ensure that "the
software can be released to production at any time" [Fowler 2013]. In this paper we propose and
evaluate a structured and systematic approach to the design and description of such systems, in
order to help software professionals become more effective and effcient in a critical domain where
significant resources are currently being invested.
The key contribution of this paper is that it provides an architectural framework for the design
and description of continuous integration and delivery systems, thereby addressing the lack of
systematic engineering approaches to solving a critical problem in the software development
industry.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The problem statement is presented in the following
section, discussing in greater depth the relevancy of systematic approaches to continuous
integration delivery system design and description. Following this, Section 9.3 provides a
background to the work reported from in this paper by discussing related tools and methods as well
as previous work on continuous integration modeling. Section 9.4 presents the employed research
method. Then the results are presented in Section 9.5 and evaluated in Section 9.6. Threats to
validity are discussed in Section 9.7 and the paper is then concluded in Section 9.8.

9.2 Problem Statement
It is easy to find introductions and tutorials to continuous integration – apart from a number of
books, a web search for "continuous integration tutorial" returns well over a thousand hits 19. While a
small development project may require little work in order to set up a simplistic solution, designing
a reliable continuous integration and delivery system for a medium to large scale project –
particularly one satisfying the high levels of traceability required in large segments of industry
19 https://www.google.se/search?q="continuous+integration+tutorial". Retrieved 22 January 2016.
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[BEL-V 2013, ECSS 2015, QuEST 2015, RTCA 2011] – is not a small undertaking, however. In
addition, all such large scale cases studied by us in previous work [Ståhl 2013, Ståhl 2014b, Ståhl
2016b, Ståhl 2016d], while incorporating many of the same open source or commercial tools, are
ultimately in-house developed bespoke systems.
The fact that continuous integration is non-trivial to scale has been recognized in literature for
some time [Roberts 2004, Rogers 2004]. It is also known that large numbers of different tools, such
as build tools, version control systems and test automation frameworks, are involved in continuous
integration and delivery [Hoffman 2009, Kim 2009a, Yuksel 2009] along with numerous
stakeholder roles [Krusche 2014]. We have ourselves noted the importance of considering the
continuous integration and delivery system's capacity, in relation to the needs dictated by one's
project size, and discussed strategies for handling that [Ståhl 2014b]. We believe that the problems
arising from this are further compacted by the fact that the companies – despite long experience of
developing large, highly systematized products on a multinational market – tend to not approach
this area with the same rigorous engineering practices as they do their normal product development.
Arguably because of the emergent nature of the field, there appears to be a lowering of standards
when developing the systems that ultimately produce the products, compared to the development of
the products themselves. This notion is supported by statements made by industry professionals
interviewed by us in previous work [Ståhl 2016b], e.g. an integration project manager of a very
large software product relating how they simply don't approach the problem in a systematic way
and don't document what exactly it is they want to achieve. In the same vein, a test manager in
another company previously studied by us explained how he constantly struggles with overlapping
and competing in-house tool development, leading to enormous waste of resources – a situation
unthinkable in the development of the regular product itself – simply because of insufficient
coordination of development teams and little to no systemization of, in his words, "the continuous
integration and delivery product".
Further evidence of the vast engineering problems involved in building large, effective and
reliable continuous integration and delivery systems is provided by the effort required. While it is
surprisingly difficult to find studies on capital and operating expenditure of such implementations,
one study [Miller 2008] estimates that a small team of developers spent approximately 7% of their
effort over a hundred day period on "CI process overhead", although this was outweighed by the
assumed cost of not having implemented continuous integration. Our own findings, both as
practitioners and researchers, support this claim; large industry development cases we have been in
contact with in recent years tend to estimate spending some 10% of their total R&D effort building
continuous integration and delivery capabilities, with one case of approximately 250 engineers
estimating 25%. An internal survey conducted within a large software company we have previously
studied further corroborates this. In it, four R&D units ranging from approximately 600 to 1,200
headcount report continuous integration system headcount allocations varying from 5% to 7%.
Consequently we conclude that continuous integration and delivery expenditure in the industry is
an important but under-researched field, but that there are strong indications that it is an area where
significant effort is being spent. In addition to this, as software professionals ourselves, we witness
an increasing incidence of customers requesting information on their suppliers' ability to
continuously deliver and deploy new software, as that ability factors factors into their purchasing
decisions.
The inherent paradox is evident: even though continuous integration and delivery capabilities are
clearly believed by many industry companies – both producers and consumers of software solutions
– to be crucial, and consequently invested heavily in, at the same time those same companies are
unable or unwilling to approach the problem with the same engineering rigor and diligence as they
do their commercial product development. In summary, we find that:
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•

Continuous integration and delivery capabilities are regarded as increasingly important in
the industry.

•

Vast amounts of money and resources are being expended in order to build continuous
integration and delivery capabilities.

•

Studied large scale continuous integration and delivery systems are bespoke in-house
developed solutions.

•

Despite its importance and the investments made, the problem of constructing effective and
efficient integration systems isn't necessarily addressed in a systematic way.

9.3 Background
This section provides context by discussing the background of the work reported from in this
paper.

9.3.1 Continuous Integration Modeling
In response to the situation outlined in Section 9.2, modeling and visualization techniques have
been proposed [Nilsson 2014, Ståhl 2014a] and applied by us in industry case studies [Ståhl 2014b,
Ståhl 2016b) with positive results: case study participants find that modeling of continuous
integration systems supports technical work, helps them understand the systems and aids
identification and planning of improvements. It was furthermore appreciated that the studied
techniques operate on different levels of abstraction, as the need for detail varies with stakeholder
and context.
A number of improvement suggestions also surfaced, however. Several interviewees stated that
rather than two separate modeling techniques, it would be preferable with a single model based on
which multiple views – including, but not necessarily limited to, the views offered by the studied
techniques – could be rendered: in other words, an architecture framework providing multiple
viewpoints. In an ideal scenario, these interviewees pointed out, such a framework would come
with tool support. This would not only allow changes made in one view to automatically propagate
to other views, but also the data generated by the continuous integration and delivery system to be
automatically gathered and interpreted.
In addition to some minor comments on the nature and content of the respective modeling
techniques it was further commented that, while the difference in level of detail between them was
beneficial, even more fine grained control allowing one to adjust the level of detail within a view
depending on context would be useful; one of the main points of criticism was that the information
density could make the models inaccessible, particularly to uninitiated audiences.
Example instantiations from industry cases of the studied modeling techniques, Automated
Software Integration Flows (ASIF) and Continuous Integration Visualization Technique (CIViT),
are shown in Figures 34 and 35, respectively.
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Figure 34: A cut-out of a much larger Automated Software Integration Flows (ASIF) model
from industry. ASIF shows multiple interacting elements of the continuous integration system
– automated activities (rectangles), inputs (triangles), janitorial tasks (hexagons) and other
triggering factors (circles) – along with their causal, consuming and modifying relationships,
building on the concept of integration as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [Beaumont 2012].
The characteristics of each activity, represented as a node in the graph, are captured by a set
of attributes entered as text into the activity icons.

9.3.2 Activity Configuration Tools
Apart from the modeling techniques proposed in literature, popular tools offer a number of
solutions for configuring continuous integration and delivery activities, falling into three main
categories.
In the "classic" approach to job configuration one specifies triggering conditions and the
consequences – through a graphical user interface and/or scripting/programming – of the individual
job or activity.
As the number of activities increases, however, it becomes difficult to overview and maintain
them in a consistent and cost effective manner; this becomes particularly challenging for activities
with non-trivial relationships or relationships outside of the scope of the individual continuous
integration tool (such as manual triggering, inter-tool or inter-server triggering).
Partly in response to the above difficulties, programmatic approaches to describing sets of
activities have emerged. One notable example of this is the Jenkins Pipeline plugin 20, allowing
complicated relationships, such as forking/joining, looping and parallelism to be succinctly
expressed, and reducing the overhead of maintaining large numbers of configurations. It should also
be noted that this approach is in line with the infrastructure as code movement.
The third and final category is the diagram approach. To exemplify, the Process Editor of
Microsoft's Team Foundation Server21 offers the ability to define sequences of steps to execute to
achieve some purpose, e.g. build and deploy to a server.

20 https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/Pipeline+Plugin
21 https://www.visualstudio.com/en-us/products/tfsoverview-vs.aspx
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Figure 35: An example of a Continuous Integration and Visualization Technique (CIViT) model
from industry. CIViT provides an overview of test activities and capabilities in an integration
system: test activities are mapped onto a two-dimensional diagram, where the axes represent
the level of system completeness at which the test operates versus feedback times. The icon
border colors represent degree of automation, while the four areas represent different types of
tests (New Functionality, Legacy Functionality, Quality and Edge) and their coloring their
respective level of coverage.

The relationship between the configuration options provided by these tools and an architecture
framework is one of level of abstraction; it is analogous to the relationship between a product's
source code and its architecture description or, perhaps more accurately, between a development
environment and a software architecture framework. In other words, an architecture framework for
continuous integration and delivery does not replace the need for tools such as Jenkins 22, Team
Foundation Server or Bamboo23, but rather complement them. That being said, the abstraction level
of such tools is increasing, and a new generation of pipeline-oriented tools (e.g. GoCD 24) occupy a
middle ground.

22 https://jenkins.io
23 https://www.atlassian.com/software/bamboo
24 https://www.go.cd
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93.3 General-Purpose Modeling Languages
Several general purpose modeling languages exist, which may be used for describing continuous
integration and delivery systems. Prominent examples include UML 25 and BPMN26. The strength of
these modeling languages is that they are generic and applicable to a wide range of problem
domains; the UML Activity diagram, for instance, could very well be used to describe a high level
view of continuous integration and delivery activities. This is also their weakness, however: many
specific problem domains contain relevant information which requires specialized notation for
purposes of completeness as well as readability. Ultimately, if a general-purpose modeling language
was always sufficient, there would be no need for domain specific architecture frameworks, yet
such architecture frameworks are abundant (see Section 9.3.4).
That being said, in the interest of minimizing duplication it is of value to be aware of the
standards that exist and reuse notation and iconography where applicable.

9.3.4 Architecture Frameworks
The definition of an architecture framework we use in this work is that of ISO/IEC/IEEE:
"conventions, principles and practices for the description of architectures established within a
specific domain of application and/or community of stakeholders" [ISO 42010 2015a]. Such
architecture frameworks can serve to structure the architect's mind and support her in creating
conducive and effective architecture descriptions. Numerous architecture frameworks exist for a
wide array of domains – ISO/IEC/IEEE lists 63 frameworks in its survey [ISO 42010 2015c] – such
as enterprise architecture and software architecture. Popular software architecture frameworks
include the 4+1 View Model [Kruchten 1995] and the Agile influenced C4 model [Brown 2013],
representing rather different approaches to the problem of describing software systems. The former
advocates consideration of separate aspects of architecture via documenting four views: Logical,
Process, Development and Physical, with an optional Scenario view. C4, on the other hand, stresses
the importance of simplicity and speed in moving from planning to implementation, defining four
successive diagrams of decreasing level of abstraction – Context, Container, Component and Class
– which feed directly into the code structure.
In the domain of continuous integration and delivery, however, there is a lack of both architecture
frameworks (see Section 9.5.1.3) and modeling techniques – a lack which is arguably related to the
unstructured way in which these systems are often developed (see Section 9.2). Indeed, a literature
review [Ståhl 2016b] revealed that – to our surprise – only two continuous integration modeling
techniques are to be found in published literature: Continuous Integration and Visualization
Technique (CIViT) and Automated Software Integration Flows (ASIF), both the result of work in
which one or both authors of this paper participated. While the testimony of software professionals
outlined previously in Section 2 shows the importance of this field of research, the scarcity of
published work convinces us that an investigation into the possibility to provide concrete guidance
and a structured approach through an architecture framework applicable to the domain of
continuous integration and delivery would constitute a valuable contribution.

25 http://www.uml.org
26 http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN
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9.4 Research Method
This section describes the research method applied in the work we report from in this article.

9.4.1 Research Question
Following our reasoning outlined in Section 9.1 and the subsequent problem statement (see
Section 9.2), the research question we address in this article is "In what way can the paradigm of
architecture frameworks favorably be applied to facilitate the design and description of continuous
integration and delivery systems?"
This question constitutes an evolution of our previous work in the area. In [Ståhl 2016b] we
asked the similar question of "How may continuous integration modeling be applied to benefit
industry practitioners in their day-to-day work?" In this work we strive to build upon the results and
learnings from that work, taking one step further in the "build-and-evaluate loop" of design-science
[Hevner 2004], by combining and formalizing the existing modeling techniques into a coherent
architecture framework. Through that process we seek to bring improvements based on the rich
body of knowledge and experience to be found in the area of architecture frameworks to continuous
integration and delivery practitioners.

9.4.2 Study Design
In order to investigate the research question, we formulated two suppositions, S1 and S2:
•

S1: An architecture framework can be defined which unifies existing continuous integration
and delivery modeling techniques.

•

S2: Such an architecture framework can be shown to address requirements derived from
previous application of existing continuous integration and delivery modeling techniques.

The study was then designed to examine the validity of these suppositions through three main
parts, the latter two of which correspond to the build and evaluate processes of design-science, as
described by [March 1995]:
•

Establishment of the state of the art for systematic design and description of continuous
integration and delivery systems.

•

A proposal for a new architecture framework, developed specifically to address identified
improvement potential of the problem domain.

•

Evaluation of the suppositions.

9.4.3 Establishment of State of the Art
In establishing the current state of the art we reviewed experiences from continuous integration
and delivery modeling, identified requirements on an architecture framework for continuous
integration and delivery systems, and investigated the applicability of existing architecture
frameworks.
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9.4.3.1. Review of Published Experiences From Continuous Integration and
Delivery Modeling Techniques
In recent previous work [Ståhl 2016b] we conducted a literature review of continuous integration
and delivery modeling techniques (see Table 22 for inclusion and exclusion criteria). The initial
search (IC1) yielded 60 results, which were subsequently culled to five through application of EC1-3:
[Nilsson 2014, Remencius 2009, Rouille 2013, Ståhl 2014a, Ståhl 2014b]. Among these five results,
two continuous integration modeling techniques are presented: Automated Software Integration
Flows (ASIF) and Continuous Integration Visualization Technique (CIViT).
Inclusion Criteria
IC1

Any published material matching the Scopus
search string TITLE-ABS-KEY("continuous
integration" AND ( model OR modeling OR
visualization OR visualisation )) AND
SUBJAREA(COMP)

Exclusion Criteria
EC1

Material not available to us in English or
Swedish.

EC2

Posters for industry talks lacking content
beyond abstract and/or references.

EC3

Material found through review of abstracts not
to present any techniques for modeling or
visualizing continuous integration systems.

Table 22: Inclusion and exclusion criteria of a literature review of continuous integration
modeling and/or visualization.

This original search was conducted in 2015. As part of the work presented in this paper and
hoping to find additional, recently published techniques to serve as input to our work, the same
search, applying the same inclusion and exclusion criteria, was repeated in January 2016. This
renewed search yielded 21 additional items, which through application of exclusion criteria EC 1-3
were culled to one: [Klepper 2015], which proposes an agile process model but does not address the
construction of the continuous integration system itself.
A final Scopus search targeting the application of architecture frameworks to continuous
integration was also conducted (TITLE-ABS-KEY("continuous integration" AND
("architecture framework" OR "architecture description")) AND
SUBJAREA(COMP)), but yielded no results.
Consequently we conclude that two relevant modeling techniques are described in published
literature: ASIF and CIViT, both of which we ourselves have been involved in. We regret this lack
of published material in what we – based on the positive feedback received from industry
professionals in previous work – consider to be a field of great industry relevance.
The set of continuous integration modeling techniques thus defined, we proceeded to search for
experiences from applying or studying them. This took the form of a Scopus search for any
published literature in Computer Science whose title, keywords and/or abstract indicate that it
would report on experiences from applying either of these techniques. The exact query used was
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TITLE-ABS-KEY(("Continuous Integration Visualization Technique" OR
"Automated Software Integration Flows" OR ASIF OR CIViT) AND
(experience OR report OR application OR study)) AND SUBJAREA(COMP).
To the results of this search (described in Section 9.5.1) we added related work performed by us
[Ståhl 2016b], which was unpublished at the time of the search.

9.4.3.2 Framework Requirements Identification
The results of the search for experiences of ASIF and/or CIViT industry application (see Section
9.4.3.1) were mined for three types of statements: reflecting conducive characteristics of the
modeling techniques, challenges in implementing them or identified improvement potential. These
categories were chosen as the foundation upon which to build requirements for a continuous
integration and delivery framework, as they represent positive properties which to preserve,
difficulties to address and improvements to include, respectively.
The mined statements were thematically coded in an iterative process, upon which each theme
was phrased as a requirement. These requirements were then used in subsequent analysis of existing
architecture frameworks, as input to the design of Cinders and as the basis for investigation of our
suppositions.

9.4.3.3 Review of Existing Architecture Frameworks
On the basis of the identified requirements a review of existing architecture frameworks was
conducted, serving two distinct purposes:
•

Find applicable frameworks: Existing architecture frameworks may to a lesser or greater
degree already satisfy the identified requirements of the problem domain (see Section
9.4.3.2), and may potentially be re-used.

•

Find applicable viewpoints: Existing architecture frameworks may define viewpoints
which may be re-used or serve as basis for the definition of tailored viewpoints in a new
framework, ensuring that best practice in both academia and industry is captured.

The ISO/IEC/IEEE survey of architecture frameworks [ISO 42010 2015c] was used as inventory
for the review. For each of the frameworks in the survey, first the ability of the framework as a
whole to meet the stipulated requirements (see Section 9.4.3.2) was assessed, then the ability of any
of its viewpoints to address one or more of the requirements was similarly assessed.

9.4.4 Architecture Framework Design
Based on the results of the review of architecture frameworks and the identified requirements a
set of architecture viewpoints was designed – viewpoints which, when combined, satisfy the
identified requirements, yet "frame specific concerns about [the] architecture", in the words of the
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard [ISO 42010 2015b].
This design process consisted of the following steps:
•

The existing modeling techniques of ASIF and CIViT were translated into separate
viewpoints.

•

Where necessary, these viewpoints were modified in order to satisfy the identified
requirements.
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•

Where necessary, the viewpoints were split in order to satisfy the identified requirements.

•

Data entities not integral to the viewpoint, and therefore optional, were identified and
extracted into Data Layers.

•

In an iterative process, a data model encompassing all the data entities of the resulting
viewpoints was defined, and those viewpoints were adjusted and aligned to enable that data
model.

9.4.5 Early Feedback
To obtain as early feedback as possible before proceeding with more thorough evaluation of the
framework, whether engineers with experience from both ASIF and CIViT would consider the
evolution represented by Cinders a step in the right direction was investigated. To this end, the ASIF
and CIViT models created in a previous case study [Ståhl 2016b] were translated into Cinders views
and presented to the engineers of that case. Their feedback and reflections were then gathered in a
semi-structured group interview (see Table 24).

9.4.6 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the proposed architectural framework, each of the stipulated suppositions was
investigated separately: supposition S1 by showing that the architecture framework could
successfully be designed and that ASIF and CIViT models from previous work could successfully
be translated, and supposition S2 by conducting industry workshops and interviews.
First, two workshop were carried out similarly to our previous work on ASIF and CIViT: an
introduction to the architecture framework was provided, whereupon the architecture description
was constructed collaboratively in real time and displayed on a large screen. During the workshop
the researcher was at the keyboard, with the format allowing all participants to continuously verify
and adjust the result. This was followed by semi-structured group interviews, with questions (see
Table 25) mapped directly to the identified architecture framework requirements (see Section
9.5.1.2); this direct mapping of questions-to-requirements was specifically designed to address
supposition S2 (see Section 9.4.1).
Second, a semi-structured group interview was conducted with two Continuous Integration
Senior Specialists at Ericsson – engineers with many years of experience from designing and
maintaining large scale continuous integration and delivery systems. In this interview the same
introduction to Cinders was provided as in the above sessions, and the same interview questions as
in the workshop were used.
Together, we argue that these evaluation techniques – particularly against the background of early
feedback from practitioners with previous experience – complement each other well in that they not
only represent user experiences in separate and independent industry settings, but also the input of
experts in the field with significant experience from building large scale continuous integration and
delivery systems in one of the world's largest software companies.

9.5 Results
This section presents the results of the work conducted in the research project.
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9.5.1 Establishment of State of the Art
This section describes the steps taken to establish the state of the art in systematic approaches to
continuous integration and delivery system design.

9.5.1.1 Review of Published Experiences From Continuous Integration
Modeling Techniques
As described in section 9.4.3.1, the work to propose an architecture framework began by
searching for published experiences from application of any of two modeling techniques
Continuous Integration Visualization Technique (CIViT) or Automated Software Integration Flows
(ASIF), using Scopus. Only one such report could be found: Automated software integration flows
in industry: A multiple-case study [Ståhl 2014b] – work previously published by us. While this lack
of sources is regrettable and represents what we consider a lack of attention to an important field of
research, when combined with our later work [Ståhl 2016b] it still represents a total of nine separate
cases across five companies:
•

A telecommunications network development project.

•

A military aircraft environment tracking and management system development project.

•

A military aircraft visualization system development project.

•

An electric vehicle on-board software development project.

•

An airline development project.

•

An Android mobile device software project.

•

A jet fighter on-board software development project.

•

A mobile device modem software development project.

•

A router software development project.

All feedback on the studied modeling techniques from these papers was fed into the identification
of requirements for a prospective architecture framework (see Section 9.5.1.2).

9.5.1.2 Framework Requirements Identification
As described in section 9.4.3.2, literature was searched for statements pertaining to continuous
integration and delivery modeling experiences. Such discrete statements were extracted and
thematically analyzed (with each discrete statement constituting a code) in order to identify themes
in a two-step process, informed by the guidelines presented by [Robson 2011]. In the first step each
code was categorized into a very broad theme (e.g. Readability). In the second step, they were
labeled as belonging to one or more sub-themes (e.g. Information Density and Flow Visibility) in an
iterative process where sub-themes were defined, redefined, merged and split until we as
researchers could not identify any changes which would further improve the accuracy of the
resulting thematic network, shown in Figure 36.
To exemplify, in the first step both statements "it is difficult to follow the directional ASIF
model" and "there was a problem with ambiguity in how the triggering of and input to activities was
represented" were categorized as pertaining to Readability. In the second step, these were then
labeled as belonging to sub-themes Flow Visibility and Separate Relationship Types, respectively.
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Figure 36: Thematic network generated from statements in literature.

Following this analysis the statements of each of the sub-themes were summarized as a
requirement, resulting in a set of twelve requirements for a prospective continuous integration and
delivery architecture:
•

Req1: Should show triggering and consuming relationships between continuous integration
activities. Experiences from application of ASIF show that there are two types of
relationships between integration activities which are of primary interest: an activity may be
triggered by the outcome of one but consume the output of another.

•

Req2: Should offer options for capturing highly parallelized integration systems with large
numbers of activities. Experiences from application of ASIF show modeling integration
systems often contain large numbers of similar, or even identical activities operating in
different contexts. One example of this is a test activity replicated across an array of
modules, checking their quality before integrating them into a higher system tier. Modeling
such activities as separate entities is problematic both from a data collection perspective and
from a reader comprehension perspective.

•

Req3: Should provide multiple views. Providing multiple views on an architecture allows
one to use conducive notations to express separate aspects of the system, while at the same
time providing separation of concerns. This is demonstrated by the favorable feedback from
industry professionals from applying both ASIF and CIViT techniques in parallel to several
cases, and is a common feature of established architecture frameworks (see Section 9.5.1.3).

•

Req4: Should be possible to change the level of abstraction within a view. Industry
professionals have, during case studies, expressed different views on the level of detail
desired both in ASIF and CIViT, depending on the circumstances and the audience. One
engineer had favorable experiences of manually removing information from models when
presenting to uninitiated audiences.
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•

Req5: Should share data, enabling tool support where changes to one view impacts other
views. Realizing that ASIF and CIViT operate on the same data entities, case study
participants have commented that it would be helpful if they were merely different views
generated from the same data source. This would not only save time, but also ensure
consistency across views.

•

Req6: Should allow for automatic gathering of quantitative data. When using architecture
framework descriptively, that is capturing the characteristics of an existing system, manual
data collection is both labor intensive and prone to inaccuracy. In such situations the ability
to collect quantitative data should be possible to automate.

•

Req7: Should clearly show various types of problem of information density in general, it has
been remarked that despite the modeling technique's name, ASIF does not offer a clear view
of various types of exemplify, it is not immediately visible which activities are triggered by
what, or the path a software artifact may take.

•

Req8: Should provide a high level abstraction view of test capabilities. In case studies,
CIViT has generally been appreciated for its ability to provide a high level abstraction of a
system's testing capabilities. This feature should be retained by the architecture framework.

•

Req9: Should show software confidence rather than test coverage. The CIViT model
prescribes four different types of tests: new functionality, legacy functionality, quality and
edge [Nilsson 2014]: F, L, Q and E, respectively (see Figure 35). Experiences from applying
this taxonomy and estimating the respective types of test coverage in industry cases show
that the new functionality and edge categories cause a great deal of confusion and debate, as
well as arguably justified arguments over whether edge cases are favorable to include in
automated test suites to begin with. Consequently we argue for a simpler dichotomy of
functional versus non-functional (quality) testing, which in our experience causes no
questions or arguments. In addition, test coverage estimations made by engineers have been
highly subjective and uncertain, leading to the conclusion that a preferable approach is to
focus on the subjective and arguably more relevant concept of confidence in the software
when collecting data from human beings – i.e. confidence that software is safe to release, as
discussed by e.g. [Humble 2010].

•

Req10: Should be able to represent both manual and automated activities. Even though
continuous integration and delivery systems rely on automation for speed and efficiency, in
the reviewed case studies there are, as a rule, manual activities (particularly test activities)
complementing the automated ones. While ASIF explicitly focuses on only automated
activities, from a holistic software production point of view manual activities are arguably as
relevant as automated ones and should for completeness also be represented by an
architecture framework.

•

Req11: Should be able to represent the mapping of activities onto physical environments.
While some of the continuous integration systems we have observed can be deployed to
generic PC hardware or commercially available cloud services, others require highly
specialized and expensive hardware, sometimes spread around the globe. To exemplify,
when the product is a jet fighter aircraft [Ståhl 2016b] then test environments are both
limited and expensive (and failing a test can have severe consequences), so a great deal of
thought needs to go into what is tested where. This is also a common capability of software
architecture frameworks (see section 9.4.3.3).
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•

Req12: Should be able to represent overlapping test activities operating at multiple levels of
system completeness and/or at multiple lead times. One difficulty encountered when
applying CIViT to industry cases has been to represent test capabilities that do not fit into a
single point of the CIViT diagram, but rather cover an area, as well as depicting test
capabilities occupying the same space in the diagram.

9.5.1.3 Review of Existing Architecture Frameworks
As described in Section 9.4.3.3, the 63 architecture frameworks listed in [ISO 42010 2015c]
survey were reviewed, both to understand the state of the art in architecture framework design and
to search for applicable frameworks that meet the requirements (see Section 9.5.1.2) or, failing that,
architecture viewpoints which may be re-used. The largest category in the survey is enterprise
architecture frameworks. These map "all of the software development processes within the
enterprise and how they relate and interact to fulfill the enterprise's mission" [Urbaczewski 2006]
and typically focus primarily on the organizational interdependencies and business needs of the
enterprise, then drilling down to a technical "layer" or set of viewpoints that support those needs.
This approach is also taken by ArchiMate 27. These technical descriptions are, however, at a high
level of abstraction and do not meet the domain specific requirements for a continuous integration
and delivery architecture framework (e.g. mapping of activities onto physical hardware, test
feedback lead times and causal versus consuming relationships; see Section 9.5.1.2).
Another large category is that of software architecture frameworks. Prominent examples are the
4+1 View Model [Kruchten 1995], Siemens 4 Views [Hofmeister 2000] and the set of viewpoints
presented by [Rozanski 2005]. It can be argued that general software architecture frameworks
should be applicable to continuous integration systems as well – after all, they are merely software
systems with the purpose of producing other software – and consequently a domain specific
architecture framework for continuous integration should closely resemble proven frameworks for
software in general, or may not even serve any purpose at all.
We consider this to be a false conclusion, for two reasons. First, in our experience we find that
continuous integration systems engineering, while involving a certain amount original software
development, to a much greater degree concerns the configuration and orchestration of already
existing tools, frameworks and services; as discussed in Section 9.1, similar sets of tools – put to
different uses in different configurations and constellations – tend to be used in most cases. Second,
the chief concerns for continuous integration architects and professionals we have studied and
interviewed are not the questions of processor thread concurrency, object coupling or subsystem
dependencies that software architecture frameworks typically address – these are instead
implementation details of the numerous activities in the system, for which such frameworks may
well be used – but rather how the end to end process of turning source code changes into deliverable
product revisions with known content, quality and functionality may be optimized, from the diverse
perspectives of all stakeholders.
That being said, we find two applicable themes in software architecture frameworks. One is the
description of "a set of independently executing logical networks of communicating programs
(called 'processes'), distributed across a set of hardware resources connected by a LAN or a WAN",
in the words of [Kruchten 1995] (describing the highest abstraction level of the Process View,
original emphasis). Different types of interactions between these processes are denoted by separate
types of connectors. This viewpoint is clearly applicable to continuous integration and delivery
systems – indeed, with slightly altered notations and processes exchanged for activities, it could
serve as a description of the ASIF modeling technique. The other theme is what is addressed by e.g.
27 http://www.opengroup.org/subjectareas/enterprise/archimate
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the Deployment Viewpoint [Rozanski 2005], the Execution Architecture View [Hofmeister 2000]
and the Physical View [Kruchten 1995]: the manner in which the system is deployed to and
executed on physical hardware. This is not covered by any of the available continuous integration
modeling techniques, but is nevertheless a valid issue that corresponds to Req 11 of the architecture
framework requirements (see Section 9.5.1.2).

9.5.1.4 Reflection
We find that while modeling techniques targeting continuous integration and delivery systems
exist, they by themselves do not meet the requirements identified from their in situ application to
industry cases – indeed, many of the identified requirements stem from perceived shortcomings of
those modeling techniques. We also find that while several established architecture frameworks
include viewpoints which are highly applicable to the problem domain, none of the frameworks
themselves fully satisfy the requirements.
Given this finding, we posit that the design of an architecture framework specifically tailored to
describe continuous integration and delivery systems is warranted. Consequently, we proceeded to
design such a framework meeting the identified requirement, as described in detail in Section 9.5.2.

9.5.2 Architecture Framework Design
Following the failure to identify an applicable architecture framework for continuous integration
and delivery systems, Cinders – a framework meeting the identified requirements (see Section
9.5.1.2) – was developed. This work consisted of two parts: definition of its viewpoints and
subsequent definition of the underlying data model.

9.5.2.1 Architecture Viewpoints Definition
To meet the architecture framework requirements, three main viewpoints and an optional fourth
viewpoint are proposed.
The Causality Viewpoint focuses on representing triggering relationships in continuous
integration and delivery systems. It is influenced by the process oriented viewpoints of established
software architecture frameworks (see Section 9.4.3.3) and builds on the concepts of ASIF (see
Figure 34) and includes the same node types. Apart from activity nodes, representing e.g.
compilation, linking, test and/or analysis jobs in the integration system, other included node types
are repository nodes (i.e. source or binary repositories), tasks (typically trivial steps in the
integration flow, for which the activity class attributes are not applicable, e.g. sending mails) and
triggers (representing events of external input to the system, e.g. manual or scheduled invocation).
In the Causality Viewpoint these nodes do not represent instances, however, but classes (of
repositories, activities, tasks or triggers), where a class captures a set of instances sharing purpose
and similar attributes, but potentially applied to multiple contexts, thereby addressing the problem
of parallelized systems (Req2). Furthermore, all Causality Viewpoint nodes contain a brief
description of their function and purpose. Unlike the ASIF modeling technique, the Causality
Viewpoint does not include any node relationships other than triggering (causal) ones. In the
interest of reinventing as little as possible, these relationships are represented identically to the
Triggering relationships of ArchiMate (The Open Group, 2013).
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In response to Req4, all additional information is restricted to layers, which may be added or
removed from the viewpoints independently of each other, the better to provide the right level of
detail. The layers applicable to the Causality Viewpoint are the Attributes Layer, the Physical Layer,
the Automation Layer, the Confidence Layer and the Happy/Sad Path Layer.

Figure 37: An instantiation of the Causality Viewpoint without any optional layers.

The Attributes Layer decorates the nodes with sets of attributes, similarly to the ASIF modeling
technique. These attributes may contain both quantitative and qualitative information. The sets of
attributes to include can be adjusted, but based on multiple applications of CIViT and ASIF [Ståhl,
2014b, Ståhl 2016b] we propose the following base set:
•

pre-integration-procedure (repository class): The steps required before integrating new
code with the integration target. Possible values: one or more of {none, review,
queue, tests, automated}.

•

integration-target (repository class): The type of branch or storage the repository node
represents. Possible values: one of {private, team, development, release}.

•

automation (activity & task classes): The degree of automation. Possible values: one of
{none, supporting, full}.

•

functional-confidence (activity class): The degree of confidence in functional aspects
provided by the activity. Possible values: one of {none, some, extensive}.

•

non-functional-confidence (activity class): The degree of confidence in non-functional
aspects provided by the activity. Possible values: one of {none, some, extensive}.

•

queue-time (activity class): The minimum and maximum time spent queuing for execution,
after triggering criteria have been satisfied. Value: [tmin, tmax].

•

duration (activity class): The minimum and maximum time spent executing the instances
of the activity class. Value: [tmin, tmax].

•

system-completeness (activity class): The level of system completeness at which the
activity class operates; a dichotomy that is very difficult to define generally in any
meaningful yet concise way. Consequently a minimalistic set is included here, which should
be regarded as open for extension in the particular case. Possible values: one or more of
{unit, partial, full, customer on-site}.
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•

lead-time (activity & task classes): The total time spent in the continuous integration and
delivery system (from the ultimate upstream cause) until the conclusion of the activity. In
theory, in a fully automated system, this lead time would be the sum of upstream queue-time
and duration values. In practice, however, we find that random variations rarely make such
computations meaningful, particularly when manual triggering is involved. Consequently a
separate value is useful. Possible values: one or more of {minutes, hours, days,
weeks, months}.

Note that this attribute set includes automation because, unlike ASIF, this viewpoint addresses
both manual and automated activities. Furthermore, while ASIF proposes success-criteria and
status-communication, we have found the use of these to be both awkward and ambiguous in
practice. Instead, with the introduction of simplistic tasks to the Causality Viewpoint, this
information can be readily expressed as relationship notations and tasks, respectively (see Figure
37).

Figure 38: A meta-model of the Causality Viewpoint (without any extra layers). Repository
nodes are triangular, trigger nodes circular, activity class nodes rectangular and task nodes
hexagonal. Edges represent triggering relationships, with annotations describing the criteria of
those triggers.

The Physical Layer reveals the physical environments, represented as shaded backdrops, hosting
the nodes of the Causality Viewpoint. It is highly influenced by the physical and deployment
viewpoints of existing software architecture frameworks (see Section 9.5.1.3).
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The Automation Layer colors the causality relationships and the borders of activity and task
classes, from red to green, depending on their degree of automation (corresponding to the
automation attribute in the Attributes Layer).
The Confidence Layer adds colored boxes to activity classes, from gray to green, depending on
the degree of functional and non-functional confidence (corresponding to the functional-confidence
and non-functional-confidence attributes in the Attributes Layer).
The Happy/Sad Path Layer adds icons to activity and task classes representing whether it and all
causal relationships upstream from it represent successful/normal ("happy") criteria, whether they
contain abnormal/fault ("sad") criteria, or ambiguous ("any") criteria, respectively.
The System Completeness Layer colors the activity class backgrounds, from red to green,
depending on the level of system completeness (corresponding to the system-completeness attribute
in the Attributes Layer).
A meta-model of the Causality Viewpoint is provided in Figure 38, along with an example view
without any layers in Figure 37.
The Production Line Viewpoint is similar to the Causality Viewpoint in that it contains the same
nodes, with the exception of the circular triggering nodes. It also replaces causal relationships with
consuming relationships, drawn as dashed edges. This style is deliberately chosen to be identical to
ArchiMate's Flow relationships, as they both represent "the exchange or transfer of, for example,
information or value between processes", in the words of the ArchiMate specification [Open Group
2013]. The set of layers is the same as for the Causality Viewpoint, with the exception of
Happy/Sad Path Layer, which is not applicable.
While the purpose of the Causality Viewpoint is to make clear the causal relationships between
activities and tasks, the purpose of the Production Line Viewpoint is to show how artifacts (source
code revisions and their derivatives) pass through the system. This split between two separate
viewpoints goes back to feedback on ASIF [Ståhl 2016b] that when several relationship types are
included in the same diagram it's difficult to understand "the flow" – and the recognition that there
is more than one type of flow to be understood. An example of the Production Line Viewpoint is
shown in Figure 39.
The Test Capabilities Viewpoint satisfies the identified need to provide an overview of which
test activities are executed at which level of system completeness, and with which feedback lead
time. Responding to requirements Req4 and Req8, this viewpoint corresponds to a simplified version
of CIViT [Nilsson 2014]. Activity classes performing some form of test are mapped into a two
dimensional diagram, where one dimension represents level of system completeness at which the
tests are conducted, and the other the lead time from the entry point of the continuous integration
and delivery system until the activity is concluded. These dimensions correspond to the systemcompleteness and lead-time attributes of the Attributes Layer, respectively, and according to Req 12
these may hold multiple values. Consequently, the activity class representations in the Test
Capabilities Viewpoint may cover an area of the diagram, rather than a single point. Also in
accordance with Req12, these representations are transparent to allow overlap.
Layers applicable to the Test Capabilities Viewpoint are the Confidence Layer and the
Automation Layer. An example instantiation of the Test Capabilities Viewpoint is shown in Figure
40.
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Figure 39: A simple example instantiation of the Production Line Viewpoint, including all
applicable layers. Note that it depicts the exact same system as the Causality Viewpoint
example (see Figure 37), but that the graph is differently structured due its emphasis on
consuming, rather than triggering, relationships and that optional data layers have been
added.

Figure 40: The Test Capabilities View, with all applicable layers enabled, resulting from the
company C1 workshop session (see Section 9.6.2). Confidence Layer colors the solid boxes to
represent the degree of functional and non-functional confidence in the product provided by
the activity, while the Automation Layer colors the outer borders according to the level of
automation in that activity.

The Instances Viewpoint is the most detailed and, similarly to the class diagram(s) of C4
[Brown 2013], is intended to illustrate implementation details; like the class diagram(s) it should be
considered optional. It resembles the Causality Viewpoint in that the same nodes and relationships
are included, in the same set of layers is applicable, but the class nodes of the Causality Viewpoint
are split into instances nodes (and the class node attributes in the Attributes Layer are applied to
instance nodes). This means that similar activities in multiple contexts are represented as multiple
individual nodes (in some systems hundreds or thousands), rather than aggregates. In addition the
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consuming relationships of the Production Line Viewpoint are included. The result is an
information dense view, more suitable to detailed technical work than overviews and
communication at a high level of abstraction.

9.5.2.2 Data Model Definition
According to Req5, the viewpoints of the architecture framework need to share the same
underlying data model, thereby allowing changes made in one view of an architecture description to
(potentially automatically) impact other views as well. This is made possible by the fact that all the
viewpoints operate on the same conceptual entities: nodes representing classes and instances of
repositories, activities, tasks and triggers. These entities are then rendered in different ways in the
various views. An entity relationship model satisfying the information needs of all the four
viewpoints and their layers (see Table 23) is shown in Figure 41.
Note that this data model includes all the information of both the CIViT and ASIF modeling
techniques, with exception of certain simplifications (e.g. a reduction from four types of testing in
CIViT to two types of testing in Cinders).

9.5.2.3 Overview
The architecture framework contains four viewpoints, each representing a unique aspect of the
continuous integration and delivery system. Each comes with a set of optional information layers
that may be added for increased detail, or removed for simplicity. All the viewpoints, as far as
applicable, operate on the same data entities, allowing data to be re-used between the separate views
of an architecture description, and also changes made in one view to (potentially automatically)
impact other views. All viewpoints and their corresponding layers are listed in Table 23.

9.5.2.4 Requirements Coverage
This section examines whether the requirements of Section 9.5.1.2 are satisfied by the resulting
architecture framework.
•

Req1: Should show triggering and consuming relationships between continuous integration
and delivery activities. This requirement is satisfied by the Causality Viewpoint and the
Production Line Viewpoint.

•

Req2: Should offer options for capturing highly parallelized integration systems with large
numbers of activities. This requirement is satisfied by the distinction between class oriented
viewpoints (Causality, Production Line and Test Capabilities Viewpoints) and the Instance
Viewpoint.

•

Req3: Should provide multiple views. This requirement is satisfied by the four viewpoints of
the architecture framework.

•

Req4: Should be possible to change the level of abstraction within a view. This requirement
is satisfied by the use of layers within each viewpoint.

•

Req5: Should share data, enabling tool support where changes to one view impacts other
views. This requirement is satisfied by the shared use of data entities, as described in
Section 9.5.2.2.
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Viewpoints and layers summary
Causality Viewpoint

Attributes Layer
Physical Layer
Confidence Layer
Automation Layer
Happy/Sad Path Layer
System Completeness Layer

Production Line Viewpoint

Attributes Layer
Physical Layer
Confidence Layer
Automation Layer
System Completeness Layer

Test Capabilities Viewpoint

Confidence Layer
Automation Layer

Instances Viewpoint

Physical Layer
Confidence Layer
Automation Layer
Happy/Sad Path Layer
System Completeness Layer

Table 23: Summary of viewpoints and information layers of the architecture framework.

Figure 41: An entity relationship diagram showing all the entities of the architecture framework
and their internal relationships.

•

Req6: Should allow for automatic gathering of quantitative data. This requirement can only
be fully verified in vivo with tool support for the architecture framework implemented.
However, we foresee no impediment for automated gathering of the quantitative attributes of
lead-time, duration and queue-time (see Section 9.5.2.1).

•

Req7: Should clearly show various types of flow through the system. This requirement is
satisfied by the Causality Viewpoint and the Production Line Viewpoint in tandem – each
focusing on a separate type of flow.
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•

Req8: Should provide a high level abstraction view of test capabilities. This requirement is
satisfied by the Test Capabilities Viewpoint.

•

Req9: Should show software confidence rather than test coverage. This requirement is
satisfied by Confidence Layer, displaying confidence afforded by the activity in functional
and non-functional aspects of the system under test.

•

Req10: Should be able to represent both manual and automated activities. This requirement
is satisfied by the inclusion of both automated and manual activities in all viewpoints, with
an automation attribute distinguishing the two types (see Section 9.5.2.1).

•

Req11: Should be able to represent the mapping of activities onto physical hardware. This
requirement is satisfied by the Physical Layer of the Causality, Production Line and
Instances viewpoints.

•

Req12: Should be able to represent overlapping test activities operating at multiple levels of
system completeness and/or at multiple lead times. This requirement is satisfied by the Test
Capabilities Viewpoint.

9.5.3 Early Feedback
In order to garner early feedback and verify whether the work done so far met the expectations of
practitioners, the ASIF and CIViT data from one of the cases in a previous multiple-case study
[Ståhl 2016b] was inserted into the proposed Cinders architecture framework and used to generate
its full set of views, which were then shown to the engineers who participated in that original study.
The data entities of the two modeling techniques and Cinders do not match perfectly, causing
some detailed attributes to be left blank and/or populated with educated guesses. We do not consider
this problematic, as the purpose of the conversion was not to produce a "pixel perfect" architecture
description, but one the engineers of that case could recognize, relate to, and compare to their
previous ASIF and CIViT models. The views thus generated were then presented to the participants
of that multiple-case study in a semi-structured group interview, with the interview questions shown
in Table 24 used as a guide. One participant of the original case study was unable to attend due to
parental leave, leaving two participants: the integration project manager and an architect. The
interview session lasted for 40 minutes, conducted by one of the researchers, and notes were taken
during the session. Transcribed statements were shared with and verified by the interviewees, and
then translated to English.
All discrete statements were thematically coded according to the guidelines of [Robson 2011],
upon which each theme was analyzed individually. The participants were first shown the ASIF and
CIViT models to refresh their memory. The motivation of the Cinders architecture framework and
its requirements (see Section 9.5.1.2) were then explained and its set of viewpoints and layers listed.
Following this introduction they were shown the following views of the converted architecture
description:
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Case Study Participants Interview Questions
IQCSP1

What is your opinion of the new architecture
description?

IQCSP2

Do you find the new architecture description
more or less useful than the ASIF and CIViT
models as they were?

IQCSP3

Do you find any of the views particularly
useful, and if so, why?

IQCSP4

Do you find any of the views particularly
unhelpful, and if so, why?

IQCSP5

If you were to imagine tool support for the
framework, allowing changes in one view to
automatically impact other views, what would
your thoughts on that be?

IQCSP6

If you were to imagine tool support for the
framework, allowing the data to be
automatically collected, what would your
thoughts on that be?

Table 24: Interview questions used during the semi-structured interviews with previous case
study participants on their opinions of the proposed architecture framework.

•

Causality View; all layers enabled

•

Causality View; no layers enabled

•

Causality View; automation Layer enabled

•

Causality View; Happy/Sad Path Layer enabled

•

Production Line View; all layers enabled

•

Production Line View; no layers enabled

•

Test Capabilities View; all layers enabled

•

Test Capabilities View; no layers enabled

The nature of the optional Instances Viewpoint was also explained, with a hypothetical example
shown, but no such view was generated due to insufficient detail in the original data. The reason for
showing views in multiple layer configurations is that feedback on the ability to change the level of
detail was sought, but tool support for doing this dynamically was lacking.
Following presentation of Cinders and the generated views, the interview questions listed in
Table 24 were posed, generating 25 discrete statements made by the interviewees. Subsequent
thematic analysis of these statements generated the network shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 42: The thematic network generated from the group interview with participants in
previous modeling work.

The interviewees were generally positive to the framework, stating that they found it to be an
improvement over the previously used modeling techniques of ASIF and CIViT, e.g. stating that it is
"more readable than [those techniques]" and that it exceeded their expectations. Recognizing
independent use-cases for the separate views, they stated e.g. that the Test Capabilities View can be
used "to show to some external party which capabilities we have and what we test" whereas another
interviewee appreciated the Causality View, as it allowed him "to see what comes before and after,
and a time perspective".
The interviewed engineers speculated that they might not necessarily use the framework to
describe their entire system, but rather to support isolated efforts, "looking into particular objects, to
address a subset". This was related to the concern of maintainability: while considering the
framework highly useful, "at the same time, there's some poor guy who will have to maintain this",
and that the description is kept up to date was pointed out as a prerequisite for effective use. This
tied in with the recurring theme of tooling: "I think [tooling support] is a prerequisite" – both
support for manipulating the model and to collect quantitative data from the system – and that the
availability of such tooling would both lower the threshold for adoption and open up new use-cases.
As one engineer speculated, you "would like to define wanted [threshold] values [for activity
attributes] and display red [if they are not met]".
In summary, we find that the feedback received from the model conversion and the subsequent
group interview with engineers having previous experience from continuous integration and
delivery modeling supports that Cinders constitutes an improvement in usability over previous
modeling techniques and that it supports multiple use-cases, while identifying tool support – both
for manipulation and viewing of the model, and for automated collection of quantitative data – as a
point of potential improvement.

9.6 Evaluation
This section presents evaluation of the designed architecture framework by investigating each of
the two suppositions phrased in Section 9.4.1.
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9.6.1 Supposition S1
Supposition S1 stipulates that an architecture framework can be defined which unifies existing
continuous integration and delivery modeling techniques. This supposition is shown to be true by
the successful design of the Cinders framework – specifically its data model (see Section 9.5.2.2),
which includes the information of both ASIF and CIViT in a single structure – and the subsequent
successful translation of ASIF and CIViT case data into Cinders (see Section 9.5.3).

9.6.2 Supposition S2
While supposition S1 can be shown to be true by the mere existence of the Cinders framework
and its underlying data model, it says nothing as to whether it represents an actual improvement. In
contrast, supposition S2 states that the architecture framework can be shown to address requirements
derived from previous application of existing continuous integration and delivery modeling
techniques.
This second supposition was shown to be true by gathering a broad range of input on the ability
of Cinders to fulfill each of the stipulated requirements (see Section 9.5.1.2), representing the
improvement potential discovered in previous application of modeling techniques, from several
independent groups of practitioners in the industry.
The first source of this input was workshops conducted in two separate companies, following the
same methodology applied in previous continuous integration and delivery modeling [Ståhl 2014b,
Ståhl 2016b]. Each workshop lasted for approximately three hours, where three views were created:
Test Capabilities (included as Figure 40 as an industry example) followed by Causality and
Production Line, respectively, with all applicable layers enabled. Following the creation of the
architecture description a semi-structured group interview was conducted by one of the researchers,
where notes were taken during the session. The questions used are shown in Table 25, with the
exception of IQNC2, which was omitted as it specifically concerns the Instances Viewpoint (see
Section 9.5.2.1), which was not within the scope of the workshop. Transcribed statements were
shared with and verified by the interviewees, and then translated to English. The two companies
studied were:
•

Company C1: A manufacturer of network cameras for the physical security and video
surveillance industries, with four participating engineers.

•

Company C2: A food packaging and processing company, with eight participating
engineers.

In addition to the two workshops above, a group interview was conducted with two Continuous
Integration Senior Specialists at Ericsson. This was done in an identical fashion to the early
feedback group interview and following an identical introduction to Cinders (see Section 9.5.3), and
using the interview questions listed in Table 25.
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Workshop and Specialists Interview Questions
IQNC1

What are your thoughts on the ability of the architecture description to clearly
show both triggering and consuming relationships between activities?

IQNC2

What are your thoughts on the ability of the architecture description to clearly
capture highly parallelized integration systems with large numbers of activities?

IQNC3

What are your thoughts on the views of the description? Any particularly useful,
any particularly unhelpful, any missing?

IQNC4

What are your thoughts on the ability to change the level of abstraction within a
view?

IQNC5

If you were to imagine tool support for the framework, allowing changes in one
view to automatically impact other views, what would your thoughts on that be?

IQNC6

If you were to imagine tool support for the framework, allowing the data to be
automatically collected, what would your thoughts on that be?

IQNC7

What are your thoughts on the ability of the description to clearly show different
types of flow through the system?

IQNC8

What are your thoughts on the ability of the description to provide a high level
abstraction view of test capabilities?

IQNC9

What are your thoughts on the ability of the description to clearly show level of
confidence, and its omission of test coverage?

IQNC10

What are your thoughts on the ability of the description to represent both manual
and automated activities?

IQNC11

What are your thoughts on the ability of the description to clearly show mapping
of activities onto physical environments?

IQNC12

What are your thoughts on the ability of the description to clearly represent test
activities operating at multiple levels of system completeness and/or at multiple
lead times?

Table 25: Interview questions used during the workshop and the specialists interview. The
questions map directly to the identified architecture framework requirements (see Section
9.5.1.2).

In the interest of investigating supposition S2, the interviewee responses were categorized and
analyzed per requirement:
•

Req1: Should show triggering and consuming relationships between continuous integration
activities. All interviewees responded positively, e.g. stating that it's "really good" to
separate them into specialized views, because otherwise "you easily mix things up a bit" and
that this is a common problem leading to substantial frustration. One interviewee explained
that "a classic [mistake] is that you start drawing on a white board, only to end up asking
yourself what you were really trying to represent in the first place", while another concluded
that "it's good to separate [the views], or you get too much information in one image".

•

Req2: Should offer options for capturing highly parallelized integration systems with large
numbers of activities. The interviewed specialists were generally positive, but suggested that
the Instances Viewpoint could be made less cluttered by including elements merging various
relationships – particularly logical operators for multiple causal relationships (e.g. AND, OR
and XOR operators) as such operations are commonly used.
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•

Req3: Should provide multiple views. The views were found to complement each other well.
Suggestions for improvements from the interviewees include organizational mapping of
responsibilities for parts of the depicted system, improved visualization of lead time,
frequency, stability and test flakiness.

•

Req4: Should be possible to change the level of abstraction within a view. Interviewees
agreed that this was a necessary feature, but also commented on the need for effective tool
support to accomplish this – in the introductions and the workshop session this was done
manually by switching documents. The fact that the Automation Layer and Happy/Sad Path
Layer (see Section 9.5.2.1) use the same visual properties to represent different concepts
was pointed out as a possible source of confusion.

•

Req5: Should share data, enabling tool support where changes to one view impacts other
views. All interviewees agreed that such tool support would be necessary for effective
application of the framework, and did not perceive that the design of the framework as such
would be problematic in this regard. One interviewee reflected that striking a balance
between declarative and explicit definitions of the topology of the graph would be a difficult
design challenge, since automated graph rendering algorithms tend to "come up with
something that is completely impossible for a human to read".

•

Req6: Should allow for automatic gathering of quantitative data. Interviewees stated that this
"would be really nice" and "an exciting idea". It was also pointed out that there would be
two purposes: rendering the pipeline (based on relatively static data) and one for monitoring
the system (based on real time dynamic data). One of the Ericsson specialists reflected that
this put him in mind of the Eiffel protocol [Ståhl 2016d], which should be able to provide
the required data. Conversely, one of the workshop participants, without access to or
experience from said framework, stated that he found it "a bit difficult to see how one would
harvest the information" and that "as soon as there's a manual step this is very difficult".

•

Req7: Should clearly show various types of flow through the system. Interviewees were
positive to this ability. One workshop participant states that it was "better than what I have
tried before" and the Ericsson specialists believed that "we should be able to model the
flows we have using this". Another interviewee remarked that going into the workshop he
had been skeptical of yet another modeling technique, "but then it became clear; it was
actually something of a revelation [and] it provided additional information".

•

Req8: Should provide a high level abstraction view of test capabilities. The workshop
participants found that in their case the Test Capabilities View "became rather messy after a
while" and discussed whether it's the visualization that's the problem, or whether this was
simply an accurate reflection of the state of their system. They also pointed out that a
Physical Layer would be useful in this view, as well. The senior specialists, on the other
hand, were concerned that "the target level" was missing – what is considered releasable? –
and that it was difficult to read from a Test Capabilities View when that level has been
achieved. To exacerbate this problem, these "target levels" may vary over time or from
customer to customer.

•

Req9: Should show software confidence rather than test coverage. The workshop
interviewees reflected that "it was better like this, with confidence rather than coverage; [it
was] easier to get a feel for the level", but that a drawback is that you can't see if coverage is
actually missing anywhere, and that perhaps it would be possible to include both. One
participant, however, pointed out that agreeing on test coverage in his experience was very
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difficult, confirming our findings in earlier work [Ståhl 2016b]. The Ericsson specialists
noted that discussing confidence per individual activity is problematic, as it is in fact an
accumulative property built up by a collection of activities.
•

Req10: Should be able to represent both manual and automated activities. All interviewees
agreed that this was needed. The specialists thought it was clear from the views they were
shown, with the caveat that it's difficult to tell from a mere introduction. The workshop
participants found that this could be satisfactorily represented in their case.

•

Req11: Should be able to represent the mapping of activities onto physical environments.
The Ericsson specialists stated that "it's important that we can map to a physical
environment" and that this was a capability they currently lacked: "we lack this type of
architectural description [provided by Cinders]; it would be easier to reason if we had
these". The workshop participants found that this mapping could be expressed in their case,
but that the visualization "wasn't really clear [but] not a huge problem". They reflected that
there are many types of physical environments: build environments, test environments,
execution environments and possibly more. It was suggested that perhaps a Physical
Viewpoint would be beneficial, rather than a Physical Layer.

•

Req12: Should be able to represent overlapping test activities operating at multiple levels of
system completeness and/or at multiple lead times. The workshop participants approved that
test activities were not represented as points, but rather areas, in the Test Capabilities View.
In one of the workshop cases the Test Capabilities was still extremely cluttered, due to a
large number of similar test activities. This prompted some discussions as to how to better
represent such situations, but these ended inconclusively. The Ericsson specialists were
positive, but again brought up the question of target levels (discussed in relation with Req 8
above): "given what I see here, am I satisfied, or is the product still of poor quality?".

In conclusion, based on the conducted industry workshops and interviews, we find that
supposition S2 is largely supported in that the practitioners provided positive answers to questions
IQNC1-4,7,9-12, but that room for improvement still exists; particularly the need for tool support and
effective visualization of physical environments, software confidence, overlapping test activities,
lead times and execution frequencies is highlighted. That being said, the statements by practitioners
clearly show that Cinders is a step forward in representing continuous integration and delivery
systems, and that it is relevant and useful to industry professionals. In the words of [March 1995],
"progress is achieved in design science when existing technologies are re-placed by more effective
ones", which we argue has been demonstrated.

9.7 Threats to Validity
This section discusses any threats to the validity of the presented work.

9.7.1 Construct Validity
To ensure construct validity we rely on data triangulation [Runeson 2009] and have collected the
validating data from multiple separate and independent sources, under different circumstances. In
separate interview sessions statements from software engineers with previous continuous
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integration and delivery modeling experience, engineers without such experience and from highly
experienced continuous integration specialists, respectively, were captured – statements which
corroborate one another.
With regards to the thematic analysis and subsequent requirements identification (see Section
9.4.3.2), [Cruzes 2011] provides a list of steps of thematic synthesis – a method drawing on the
principles of thematic analysis – and a checklist for each step. In our analysis we conducted the first
three steps, Extract data, Code data and Translate codes into themes, whereupon the resulting
themes were translated into requirements. We find that we in our analysis satisfy most items on the
checklist, but not Have another researcher checked the extraction? and Has a list of initial codes
[been] checked by another researcher?: the analysis was performed by one researcher, with only
the final result reviewed by another. We also find that the question of objectivity is relevant, as we
analyzed sources authored by us.
Had the end product of our work – the proposed architectural framework – not been evaluated
through industry application and evaluation by independent practitioners these threats would have
been problematic; as it stands we consider the threat regrettable but largely mitigated.

9.7.2. Internal Validity
Of the 12 threats to internal validity listed by [Cook 1979], we consider History, Testing,
Maturation and Selection relevant to this work.
•

History, Testing, Mortality and Maturation. These threats are applicable for the
interviewees who participated in previous case studies performed by us (see Section 9.4.5).
It is conceivable that they have been affected by external incidents, matured or had their
viewpoints affected by our previous interviews. Mortality, because one participant in the
studied case was unavailable due to parental leave. Had this been the only method of
evaluation these threats would have been problematic. However, we consider them mitigated
by the fact that the information provided by these engineers was primarily used as early
feedback, with the predominant part of evaluation relying on subsequent workshops and
subsequent interviews (see Section 9.6.2).

•

Selection. This threat is applicable to the selection of participants in the workshop and
specialist interview sessions (see Section 9.6.2), neither of which was randomized. The
selection of workshop participants was performed by the company representative based on
experience and expertise. The only requirement from us – based on previous experience
[Ståhl 2016b] – was to include multiple roles. The selection of specialists to interview was
strictly based on availability (i.e. convenience sampling), for the simple reason that even in a
very large company such as Ericsson, Continuous Integration Senior Specialists are a scarce
resource. Similarly, the selection of the studied case to follow up for the model conversion
(see Section 9.5.3) was not random, but based on availability. As with other threats to
internal validity, we rely on triangulation for mitigation [Runeson 2009], using multiple data
sources.

9.7.3 External Validity
In order to evaluate the proposed architectural framework we have successfully applied it to a
total of three independent industrial contexts in very different business segments (military
aerospace, food packaging and visual surveillance and security systems, respectively), followed up
by interviews with senior engineers in the telecommunications industry. Naturally, this represents
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only a tiny sample of the much larger software industry population – a constant problem when
studying individual cases. We must also recognize that all of these cases are embedded systems
cases. In the words of [Wieringa 2015], however, one must always "balance between providing full
under-standing of a single case and providing partial understanding of many cases". Based on this
understanding of one or more cases, one can then perform "analytical generalization where the
results are extended to cases which have common characteristics and hence for which the findings
are relevant" [Runeson 2009]. In this spirit we have striven to cover cases with as different
characteristics as possible – operating in different business segments, operating at different scales
and at different levels of automation.
We believe there are two separate but related questions of external validity to consider. One is the
extent to which the systematic approach to continuous integration and delivery system descriptions
represented by the Cinders framework and its predecessors is applicable to the software industry in
general. We argue that this has been clearly shown: apart from the successful applications described
in this paper, the ASIF and CIViT techniques – with which Cinders shares many similarities – have
in previous work been successfully applied to an additional nine cases in very different contexts
(see Section 9.5.1.1). These also include non-embedded systems cases, giving us cause to believe
that Cinders is also not limited in applicability to embedded systems. While there may well be many
cases where such an approach is less beneficial or even inapplicable, there is no reason to believe
that it is not applicable to large parts of the industry.
The second question is the extent to which Cinders constitutes an improvement over its
predecessors in the general case, and not just in the studied cases. Here the number of studied cases
and consequently the body of evidence is smaller. That being said, we have again taken great care to
choose cases in independent companies in separate business segments to maximize diversity.
Furthermore, the Senior Specialists group interview was designed to gather input from highly
experienced engineers involved in the design and maintenance of multiple continuous integration
and delivery systems – rather than simply studying another case – in a fourth part of the industry.
Consequently we are confident that the Cinders framework is not only applicable, but an
improvement over its predecessors, in many cases and in numerous parts of the industry.

9.7.4 Objectivity
The fact that the architecture framework is evaluated by its authors poses a clear threat to
objectivity. To address this threat we have sought to gather as extensive input as possible from
engineers in separate companies, the better to provide a maximum of feedback from independent
sources.

9.8 Conclusion
This paper addresses the question of In what way can the paradigm of architecture frameworks
favorably be applied to facilitate the design and description of continuous integration and delivery
systems? We establish that this is an area of considerable investment in the industry, yet lacking in
supporting tools and methods, coinciding with a tendency by studied industry cases to not address
its challenges using as rigorous an approach as in regular product development. Based on thematic
analysis of statements in literature, twelve requirements for an architectural framework for
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continuous integration and delivery are phrased. Using these requirements, existing architecture
frameworks as listed by ISO/IEC/IEEE [ISO 42010 2015c] are evaluated, finding that none
satisfactorily addresses the identified requirements.
Consequently Cinders, a new architecture framework designed to address the identified
requirements, is designed and presented. Influenced by prominent enterprise and software
architecture frameworks, Cinders offers four separate viewpoints of the same underlying data
model, with six optional layers of additional information which can be used to adjust the focus and
level of detail within each of those viewpoints, as fits the particular use case and circumstances.
This framework is then applied in a workshop format in two separate industry cases, and interviews
are conducted with a total of twelve practitioners.
Based on this work it is shown that a single architectural framework can be designed to
encompass the previous continuous integration and delivery modeling techniques ASIF and CIViT,
representing their specific concerns as viewpoints rendered from the same underlying data model. It
is also shown that this architecture framework represents an improvement over these techniques, in
that it separates different types of entity relationships into separate viewpoints, allows the level of
abstraction of each viewpoint to be modified, shows confidence afforded by conducted activities,
represents both manual and automated test activities, can map activities onto physical environments
and can visualize overlapping test activities.
Consequently we find that Cinders represents a significant step forward in continuous integration
and delivery architecture design and description, constituting a relevant and helpful tool for industry
professionals to better document, analyze and communicate their systems. We also find that
adequate tool support is considered a requirement for large scale adoption of the framework by all
of the interviewed groups.

9.8.1 Further Work
While Cinders was well received by all of the interviewed industry professionals, several areas of
possible improvement were highlighted – particularly, we believe that improved methods of
visualizing physical environments, software confidence, lead times and execution frequencies (see
Section 9.6.2) represent an important area of further work.
More significantly, however, we perceive tool support to be the major obstacle to wider industry
adoption at this point. There are two aspects to this: tooling for defining the architecture description
and for collecting and representing real time data for monitoring purposes. These serve distinctly
different use cases for the framework: design and analysis of the continuous integration and
delivery system, and monitoring of that system, respectively; in other words, addressing the two
separate concerns of architecture and operations. We feel that these are equally important, and also
believe that the integration with the Eiffel framework [Ståhl 2016d] as suggested by one of the
interviewees, represents a particularly promising venue for further work.
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